Interactive discussion on organizing LLVM socials/meetups

or: how to interact face-to-face with other LLVM users and developers.
A few questions to get started…

● Who in this room has:
  ○ Attended a social/meetup?
  ○ Would like to attend one? Is anything holding you back?
  ○ Organized one? What are your main experiences?
Some links on socials/meetups

Where to find existing LLVM socials/meetups: https://www.meetup.com/pro/llvm/

Also see channels on LLVM Discord: https://discord.gg/xS7Z362

Some guidance on starting your own: https://llvm.org/docs/MeetupGuidelines.html
Talking with LLVM users/developers face-to-face online

- Online sync-ups: https://llvm.org/docs/GettingInvolved.html#online-sync-ups
- Office hours: https://llvm.org/docs/GettingInvolved.html#office-hours

- Most office hours, online sync-ups and meetups can be found on the LLVM calendar: https://calendar.google.com/calendar/u/0/embed?src=calendar@llvm.org